
SoTL through the Lenses of the Arts and Humanities 
 
The Canadian Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning invites submissions 
for a special issue on the topic of “SoTL through the Lenses of the Arts and Humanities.”  
 
Description: 
"A consensus has formed within growing circles in academia that there is scholarly 
research to be done on teaching and learning, that the systematic creation of rigorous 
knowledge about teaching and learning is a crucial prerequisite to responding to major 
challenges facing academia, that this knowledge must be shared publicly and should 
build cumulatively over time, and that the explorations of this area should be conducted 
by academics from all disciplines, not just those with appointments in schools of 
education." 

This quote from David Pace (Professor Emeritus in History from Indiana University) was 
aimed at faculty in the discipline of history to provide reasons for valuing and engaging 
in the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL), though it would apply to faculty 
across all disciplines (Pace, 2004).  

While defined in different ways in the literature, most would agree that SoTL involves: 

• systematically exploring questions about student learning, and the teaching 
activities designed to promote student learning, in an effort to improve teaching 
and learning practice, and 

• sharing the results of that analysis publicly, in order to both invite peer review and 
to contribute to the body of knowledge on student learning. 
 

As the community of SoTL scholars has grown across Canada and around the world, 
however, there has been a growing sense that SoTL work has been dominated by the 
epistemologies, philosophies, and research methods of the social sciences, a view that has 
been supported by SoTL journal editors and resources dedicated to introducing faculty to 
SoTL (Gurung and Schwartz, 2009; Jarvis and Creasey, 2009; McKinney and Chick, 
2010; Chick, 2012).  To quote Nancy Chick (2012) in a recent book on the current state 
of SoTL in the disciplines, "while many well-known SoTL leaders come from humanities 
backgrounds …, the on-the-ground work largely marginalizes the practices of their 
disciplines."  
 
So the question follows, "how does the apparent under-representation of (arts and) 
humanities-based disciplines affect expectations for SoTL, from norms for research 
design and methodology to the genre and style of its products?" (McKinney and Chick, 
2010).    
 
This special issue of the Canadian Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 
seeks to explore this question, and also to provide examples of SoTL work that uses the 
genres, approaches, research designs, theoretical and epistemological frameworks, and 
methodologies of the arts and humanities to explore key topics in teaching and learning.  
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Format: � 
The special issue invites the submission of full-length research papers, essays, and 
research notes exploring the scholarship of teaching and learning through the lenses of 
the arts and humanities. CJSOTL defines these contributions as: � 

1.        Full-length papers – normally 5,000-8,000 words presenting original 
evidence-based inquiry into student learning in post-secondary contexts. � 
2.        Research notes – 1,000 to 1,500 words presenting early findings or 
methodological innovations of ongoing research projects. � 
3.        Essays – 3,000-5,000 words, argumentative or expository, on issues related 
to the development, use and support of SoTL in post-secondary education. � 

 
For this special issue, it is intended that 'evidence-based inquiry' and 'methodological 
innovations' refer specifically to the methodologies, genres, approaches, and research 
designs of the arts and humanities used to explore a topic related to teaching and learning 
in higher education. 
 
The special issue will begin with an invited paper to frame the topic of the special issue.  
As well, the papers accepted will also be shared with two commentators, identified for 
their expertise related to the theme of this special issue, to provide commentary about the 
scholarly works submitted, as well as to provide commentary on the future of SoTL 
through the lenses of the arts and humanities. �� 
 
Timeline: � 
In order for inclusion in this special issue, the co-editors ask that your paper be submitted 
(via the CJSOTL online author submission portal) by September 30, 2013.   The 
CJSOTL website is: http://www.cjsotl-rcacea.ca/  �� 



 
It is anticipated that the peer-review process will be completed in Fall 2013, and the co-
editors will be asking authors accepted to submit final drafts of their articles for inclusion 
in the special issue by Spring 2014 to allow for the special issue to be released no later 
than Fall 2014.   �� 
 
If you have questions about whether or not your work would be appropriate to the special 
issue, do not hesitate to contact the co-editors for the special issue, Brad Wuetherick 
(brad.wuetherick@usask.ca) or Michael K. Potter (pottermk@uwindsor.ca). �� 
 
Resource: � 
Here is a link to the Google Site of the Humanities SIG for ISSOTL, including a short 
annotated bibliography of good sample articles researched and written from a humanities-
focused lens: �https://sites.google.com/site/issotlhumanities/home/humanities-sotl-
bibliography  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Special Co-Editors: 
Brad Wuetherick (U of S) and Michael K. Potter (UWindsor) 
 
CJSOTL Associate Editor: 
Shannon Murray (UPEI) 
 


